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Read Free Edition New Novel Banks Inspector An Was Never That Summer The
Getting the books Edition New Novel Banks Inspector An Was Never That Summer The now is not type of inspiring means. You could not lonesome going considering books addition or library or
borrowing from your friends to approach them. This is an unconditionally simple means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online publication Edition New Novel Banks Inspector An Was Never That
Summer The can be one of the options to accompany you considering having extra time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will utterly aerate you other situation to read. Just invest little time to get into this on-line statement Edition New Novel Banks Inspector An Was
Never That Summer The as well as evaluation them wherever you are now.

KEY=SUMMER - HESTER JONATHAN

Not Dark Yet
DCI Banks 27
Hachette UK ***THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER*** Murder is only the beginning for Banks and his team . . . The gruesome double murder at an Eastvale property developer's luxury home should be an
open and shut case for Superintendent Banks and his team of detectives. There's a clear link to the notoriously vicious Albanian maﬁa, men who left the country suspiciously soon after the death. Then
they ﬁnd a cache of spy-cam videos hidden in the house - and Annie and Gerry's investigation pivots to the rape of a young girl that could cast the murders in an entirely diﬀerent light. Banks's friend
Zelda, increasingly uncertain of her future in Britain's hostile environment, thinks she will be safer in Moldova hunting the men who abducted, raped and enslaved her than she is Yorkshire or London. Her
search takes her back to the orphanage where it all began - but by stirring up the murky waters of the past, Zelda is putting herself in greater danger than any she's seen before. And as the threat
escalates, so does the danger for Banks and those who love Zelda . . . 'The master of the police procedural' Mail on Sunday 'The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try
one and tell me I'm wrong' Stephen King

A Necessary End
Simon and Schuster A policeman is stabbed to death at an anti-nuclear demonstration outside the Eastvale Community Centre in Yorkshire. In a politically motivated move, Detective Superintendent
Richard “Dirty Dick” Burgess is pulled in from London to run the investigation. With a long list of suspects and an old enemy breathing down his neck, the odds are against Chief Inspector Alan Banks as he
races to ﬁnd the killer before Burgess and save his career. Third in the critically acclaimed Inspector Banks Mystery Series.

Dead Right
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong.’ - Stephen King Dead Right is the ninth novel in Peter Robinson's Inspector Banks
series, following on from Innocent Graves. A man is murdered. Riots are imminent. Banks must solve the case. The broken body of Jason Fox has been found in a dirty alleyway. At ﬁrst it looks like a typical
after-hours pub ﬁght gone wrong. But Inspector Alan Banks soon realizes that the truth is rarely so straightforward . . . Jason was a member of the Albion League, a white power organization. And there are
many people who might have wished him dead: the Pakistani youths he had insulted in the pub that evening; the shady friends of his business partner; or someone within the Albion League itself. And just
as Banks begins to get a grip on the case, an unexpected discovery forces him to reconsider everything he believes . . . Now a major British ITV drama DCI Banks, this novel is followed by the tenth book in
this Yorkshire-based crime series, In A Dry Season.

Watching the Dark
DCI Banks 20
Hachette UK Banks is back his twentieth mystery – and this time he's investigating the murder of one of his own. Detective Inspector Bill Quinn is killed by a crossbow in the tranquil grounds of a police
rehabilitation centre, and compromising photos are found in his room. DCI Banks, brought in to investigate, is assailed on all sides. By Joanna Passero, the Professional Standards inspector who insists on
shadowing the investigation in case of police corruption. By his own conviction that a policeman shouldn't be deemed guilty without evidence. By Annie Cabbot, back at work after six months'
recuperation, and beset by her own doubts and demons. And by an English girl who disappeared in Estonia six years ago, who seems to hold the secret at the heart of this case . . .

Gallows View
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I’m wrong’ - Stephen King Gallows View is the ﬁrst novel in Peter Robinson’s bestselling
Inspector Banks series. New Town. New Cases. New Danger. Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks has recently relocated with his family from stressful London to the Yorkshire Dales, but soon ﬁnds that life
in the countryside is not quite as idyllic as he had imagined. Three cases come to the fore: a voyeur is terrorizing the women of Eastvale; two thugs are breaking into homes; and an old woman is dead,
possibly murdered. As the tension mounts, Banks must also deal with his attraction to a young psychologist, Jenny Fuller – and when both Jenny and Banks’s wife are drawn deeper into events, Banks
realizes that his cases are weaving closer and closer together . . . Gallows View is followed by A Dedicated Man in the Inspector Banks series.

Wednesday's Child
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong’ – Stephen King Wednesday's Child is the sixth novel in Peter Robinson's
bestselling Inspector Banks series, following on from Past Reason Hated. When two social workers, investigating reports of child abuse, appear at Brenda Scupham's door, her fear of authority leads her to
comply meekly with their requests. Even when they say that they must take her seven-year old daughter Gemma away for tests . . . It is only when they fail to return Gemma the following day that Brenda
realizes something has gone terribly wrong. At the same time, Banks is investigating a particularly unpleasant murder at the site of an abandoned mine. Gradually, the leads in the two cases converge,
guiding Banks to one of the most truly terrifying criminals he will ever meet . . . Wednesday's Child is followed by the seventh book in this Yorkshire-based crime series, Dry Bones That Dream.

Past Reason Hated
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong’ Stephen King Past Reason Hated is the ﬁfth novel in Peter Robinson's bestselling
Inspector Banks series. A BRUTAL KILLING. NUMEROUS SUSPECTS. BANKS MUST UNCOVER THE TRUTH. It should have been a cosy scene – log ﬁre, sheepskin rug, Vivaldi on the stereo, Christmas lights
and tree. But appearances can be deceptive. For Caroline Hartley, lying quietly on the couch, has been brutally murdered. Inspector Alan Banks is called to the grim scene. And he soon has more suspects
than he ever imagined. As he delves into her past, he realizes that for Caroline, secrecy was a way of life, and her death is no diﬀerent. His ensuing investigation is full of hidden passions and desperate
violence . . . Past Reason Hated is followed by Wednesday’s Child in the Inspector Banks series.

Dead Right
Pan Macmillan The broken body of Jason Fox has been found in a dirty alleyway. At ﬁrst it looks like a typical after-hours pub ﬁght gone wrong. But Inspector Alan Banks soon realizes that the truth is rarely
so straightforward . . . Jason was a member of the Albion League, a white power organization. And there are many people who might have wished him dead: the Pakistani youths he had insulted in the pub
that evening; the shady friends of his business partner; or someone within the Albion League itself. And just as Banks begins to get a grip on the case, an unexpected discovery forces him to reconsider
everything he believes . . .

The Hanging Valley (An Inspector Banks Mystery)
Simon and Schuster When a faceless body is found in a tranquil valley just south of the village of Swainshead, Chief Inspector Alan Banks soon ﬁnds that no one in the village is willing to talk about it,
except to say, “Not again.” An unsolved murder from ﬁve years before and the unsolved disappearance of a prominent local man’s girlfriend appear to be connected. As Banks delves deeper into the
mystery, someone begins to intentionally slow down the investigation. When events take a turn, Inspector Banks must track his killer across the Atlantic and ﬁnd a way to make a break in the case before
time runs out. Fourth in the critically acclaimed Inspector Banks Mystery Series.
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A Novel of Suspense
William Morrow The past returns to haunt Chief Inspector Alan Banks in this harrowing novel of suspense from New York Times bestselling author Peter Robinson. There are human bones, buried in an open
ﬁeld, the remains of a lost teenaged boy whose disappearance devastated a community more than thirty-ﬁve-years ago…and scarred a guilt-ridden friend forever… A long-hidden horror has been
unearthed, dragging a tormented policeman into a past he could never truly forget no matter how desperately he tried. A heinous crime that occurred too close to home still has its grip on Chief Inspector
Alan Banks—and it’s leading him into a dark place where evil still dwells. Because the secrets that doomed young Graham Marshall back in 1965 remain alive and lethal, and disturbing them could cost
Banks much more than he ever imagined. Master of suspense Peter Robinson once again delves into the human psyche to reveal what leads some to commit murder in this compelling, unforgettable
thriller.

A Dedicated Man
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong’ - Stephen King. A Dedicated Man is the second novel in Peter Robinson's
Inspector Banks series, following on from Gallows View. A dead body. Hidden secrets. Banks will ﬁnd the truth. The brutally murdered body of a supposedly well-liked local historian is found half-buried
under a dry stone wall. But who would kill such a thoughtful, dedicated man? Young Sally Lumb, locked in her lover's arms on the night of the murder, tries to ﬁnd the killer herself. But her good-intentions
only leads to more danger. And when Chief Inspector Alan Banks is called to investigate and soon discovers that disturbing secrets lie behind the seemingly untroubled façade . . . A Dedicated Man is
followed in the gripping Inspector Banks crime series by A Necessary End.

Sleeping in the Ground
DCI Banks 24
Hachette UK A terrible crime. No obvious motive. Banks is on the case. 'Top-notch police procedure' - Jeﬀery Deaver A shocking mass murder occurs at a wedding in a small Dales church and a huge
manhunt follows. Eventually, the shooter is run to ground and things take their inevitable course. But Banks is plagued with doubts as to exactly what happened outside the church that day, and why.
Struggling with the death of his ﬁrst serious girlfriend and the return of proﬁler Jenny Fuller into his life, Banks feels the need to dig deeper into the murders, and as he does so, he uncovers forensic and
psychological puzzles that lead him to the past secrets that might just provide the answers he is looking for. When the surprising truth becomes clear, it is almost too late.

Strange Aﬀair
An Inspector Banks Mystery
Pan Macmillan When he receives a disturbing call from his brother Roy, Inspector Banks heads oﬀ to London to search him out. Meanwhile, DI Annie Cabbot is called to a murder scene on a quiet road. A
young woman has been found dead in her car - with Banks' name and address written on a slip of paper in the back pocket of her jeans.

Piece of My Heart
McClelland & Stewart Piece of My Heart is Peter Robinson’s outstanding sixteenth novel in the acclaimed Inspector Banks series. Richly textured with the music and conﬂicting mores of 1960s Britain, the
story weaves between two eras as it explores just how dangerously things can go awry when one generation is estranged from the next, when fathers no longer understand their daughters. The novel
opens in 1969. Yorkshire’s ﬁrst outdoor rock festival has just ﬁnished, and the psychedelic pastoral band the Mad Hatters and other top British groups have departed. Even the last of their fans has gone,
leaving behind only a muddy ﬁeld, littered with rubbish. Volunteers are cleaning up when one of them ﬁnds the body of a young woman inside a sleeping bag. Stanley Chadwick, the straitlaced detective
called in to ﬁnd her killer, could not have less in common with — or less regard for — the people he now has to question: young, disrespectful, long-haired hippies who smoke marijuana and live by the
pulsing beats of rock and roll. And he has almost just as little in common with his own daughter, who lied to him about her whereabouts and slipped oﬀ to the festival. More than thirty-ﬁve years later,
Inspector Alan Banks is investigating the murder of a freelance music journalist who was working on a feature about the Mad Hatters for Mojo magazine. This is not the ﬁrst time that the Mad Hatters, now
aging rock superstars, have been brushed by tragedy, and Banks has to delve into the past to ﬁnd out exactly what hornet’s nest the journalist inadvertently stirred up. This eagerly awaited novel
showcases the many reasons why Peter Robinson is among the small elite of authors internationally whose mysteries are nothing less than works of art.

Many Rivers to Cross
DCI Banks 26
Hachette UK The 26th instalment of the Number One bestselling series 'The master of the police procedural' Mail on Sunday 'The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market.
Try one and tell me I'm wrong' Stephen King *** A skinny young boy is found dead - his body carelessly stuﬀed into a wheelie bin. Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his team are called to
investigate. Who is the boy, and where did he come from? Was he discarded as rubbish, or left as a warning to someone? He looks Middle Eastern, but no one on the East Side Estate has seen him before.
As the local press seize upon an illegal immigrant angle, and the national media the story of another stabbing, the police are called to investigate a less newsworthy death: a middle-aged heroin addict
found dead of an overdose in another estate, scheduled for redevelopment. Banks ﬁnds the threads of each case seem to be connected to the other, and to the dark side of organised crime in Eastvale.
Does another thread link to his friend Zelda, who is facing her own dark side? The truth may be more complex - or much simpler - than it seems . . .

Gallows View
The First Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks Former London policeman Alan Banks relocated to Yorkshire seeking some small measure of peace. But depravity and violence are not unique to large cities. His new venue,
the quaint little village of Eastvale, seems to have more than its fair share of malefactors, among them a brazen Peeping Tom who hides in night's shadows spying on attractive, unsuspecting ladies as
they prepare for bed. And when an elderly woman is found brutally slain in her home, Chief Inspector Banks wonders if the voyeur has increased the intensity of his criminal activities. But whether related
or not, perverse local acts and murderous ones are combining to profoundly touch Banks's suddenly vulnerable personal life, forcing a dedicated law oﬃcer to make hard choices he'd dearly hoped would
never be necessary.

Innocent Graves
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong.’ - Stephen King. Innocent Graves is the eighth novel in Peter Robinson's
Inspector Banks series, following on from Dry Bones That Dream. A murdered girl. Dark Secrets. Deadlier lies. One foggy night, Deborah Harrison is found lying in the churchyard behind St Mary’s,
Eastvale. She has been strangled with the strap of her own school satchel. But Deborah was no typical sixteen-year-old. Her father was a powerful ﬁnancier who moved in the highest echelons of industry,
defence and classiﬁed information. And Deborah, it seemed, enjoyed keeping secrets of her own . . . With his colleague Detective Constable Susan Gay, Inspector Alan Banks encounters many suspects,
guilty of crimes large and small, in his search for the killer. And as he does so, plenty of sordid secrets and some lethal lies begin to emerge . . . The Inspector Banks series became the British ITV drama
DCI Banks. Innocent Graves is followed by the ninth book in this Yorkshire-based crime series, Dead Right.

Children of the Revolution
An Inspector Banks Novel
Harper Collins Multiple award-winning, New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author Peter Robinson returns with Children of the Revolution, a superb tale of mystery and murder that takes
acclaimed British Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks back to the early 1970s—a turbulent time of politics, change, and radical student activism. The body of a disgraced college lecturer is found on an
abandoned railway line. In the four years since his dismissal for sexual misconduct, he’d been living like a hermit. So where did he get the 5,000 pounds found in his pocket? Leading the investigation,
Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks begins to suspect that the victim's past may be connected to his death. Forty years ago the dead man attended a university that was a hotbed of militant protest and
divisive, bitter politics. And as the seasoned detective well knows, some grudges are never forgotten—or forgiven. Just as he’s about to break the case open, his superior warns him to back oﬀ. Yet Banks
isn’t about to stop, even if it means risking his career. He's certain there’s more to the mystery than meets the eye . . . and more skeletons to uncover before the case can ﬁnally be closed.
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Careless Love
DCI Banks 25
Hachette UK The twenty-ﬁfth instalment of the Number One Bestselling DCI Banks series 'The master of the police procedural.' Mail on Sunday 'Robinson is proliﬁc, but with each book he manages to ring
the changes.' Guardian ***** The body of a young local student is found on a lonely country road. Initially the evidence points to suicide, yet she didn't own a car and she didn't even drive. So how did she
get there, where did she die and who moved her? Meanwhile, a man in his sixties is found dead in a gully up on the nearby wild moorland. He is carrying no identiﬁcation. The post-mortem indicates that
he died from injuries sustained during the fall, but what was he doing up there? And why are there no signs of a car in the vicinity? As the trail gets colder, Annie's father's new partner, Zelda, alerts Banks
and Annie to the return of an old and dangerous enemy in a new guise. This is someone who will stop at nothing, not even murder, to get what he wants.

Aftermath
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks One phone call from a concerned neighbor has inadvertently led police to Terence Payne, the elusive serial killer known only as "Chameleon." Now Payne is in custody, perhaps
dying, and a long nightmare appears to be over at last. But is it? For Alan Banks—currently head of the local police force—too many questions remain unanswered at the chamber of horrors the press will
dub the "House of Payne." Because the darkness has not yet lifted, the casualties are still mounting . . . and there are still monsters loose in the world. Showcasing the dark forces of human nature, master
of suspense Peter Robinson is at the height of his storytelling powers in a novel that will leave readers guessing until the ﬁnal page.

Playing with Fire
Harper Collins Fire—It consumes futures and pasts in a terriﬁed heartbeat, devouring damning secrets while leaving even greater mysteries in the ashes. The night sky is ablaze as ﬂames engulf two
barges moored side by side on an otherwise empty canal. On board are the blackened remains of two human beings. To the seasoned eye, this horror was no accident, the method so cruel and calculated
that only the worst sort of ﬁend could have committed it. There are shocking secrets to be uncovered in the charred wreckage, grim evidence of lethal greed and twisted hunger, and of nightmare
occurrences within the private conﬁnes of family. A terrible feeling is driving police inspector Alan Banks in his desperate hunt for answers—an unshakable fear that this killer's work will not be done until
Banks's own world is burned to the ground.

Abattoir Blues
DCI Banks 22
Hachette UK The twenty second instalment of the grisly bestselling DCI Banks series. Also an award winning TV series starring Stephen Tompkinson. Two missing boys. A stolen bolt gun. One fatal shot.
Three ingredients for murder. Misled from the start, DCI Banks and his team are far from enthusiastic when they're called to investigate the theft of a tractor. But this is no trivial case of rural crime. A
blood stain is found in an abandoned hangar, two main suspects vanish without a trace, and events take a darkly sinister turn. As each lead does little to unravel the mystery, Banks feels like the case is
coming to a dead end. Until a road accident reveals some alarming evidence, which throws the investigation to a frightening new level. Someone is trying to cover their tracks - someone with very deadly
intent . . . 'Classic Robinson: labyrinthine plot merged with deft characterisation' - The Observer

Blood at the Root
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author Peter Robinson brings us a tantalizing tale of suspense in this classic Inspector Banks thriller. In the long shadows
of an alley a young man is murdered by an unknown assailant. The shattering echoes of his death will be felt throughout a small provincial community on the edge—because the victim was far from
innocent, a youth whose sordid secret life was a tangle of bewildering contradictions. Now a dedicated policeman beset by his own tormenting demons must follow the leads into the darkest corners of the
human mind in order to catch a killer. Delving into the complicated human psyche, Blood at the Root showcases Peter Robinson’s singular talent in an exceptional novel of suspense that will linger in
readers’ minds long past the ﬁnal page.

Final Account
Penguin Canada When a mild-mannered accountant is brutally murdered, Inspector Banks is called in to investigate. It’s a diﬃcult case—the more Banks learns about the victim, Keith Rothwell, the more
apparent it becomes that he was not at all what he seemed to be. Beneath the placid veneer lay a secret life of deception, sex and violence. The case takes yet another unexpected twist when Banks’s old
sparring partner, DS Richard "Dirty Dick" Burgess, turns up from the Yard. Haunted by his attraction to one of the suspects, a beautiful young classical musician, Banks ﬁnds himself racing against time as
the killers seem to be dogging his footsteps. Only after he pits his job against his sense of justice does he discover the truth. And the truth leads him to one of the most diﬃcult decisions of his career.

Friend of the Devil
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks New York Times bestselling and Edgar award-winning author Peter Robinson—a riveting double homicide leaves two seasoned detectives baﬄed as they race against the clock
before more corpses surface. Two murders . . . two towns . . . A woman sits in a wheelchair perched on a cliﬀ high above the sea, her throat slit from ear to ear . . . In a maze of narrow alleys behind a
market square, a teenaged girl has been murdered after a night of drunken revelries with her friends. The seemingly senseless Cliﬀside killing falls to Inspector Annie Cabbot, on loan to a local police
department. The terrible death of young Hayley Daniels becomes Chief Inspector Alan Banks's investigation. But shattering revelations threaten to awaken the slumbering demons of earlier, darker times,
and more blood is in the oﬃng when the two cases brutally and unexpectedly collide. Friend of the Devil is a chilling, brilliant, and utterly mesmerizing novel of suspense.

Sleeping in the Ground
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow One of the world’s greatest suspense writers returns with his twenty-fourth thrilling novel featuring the beloved "man for all seasons" (Michael Connelly) Inspector Alan Banks, "one of the
most intriguing characters in detective ﬁction" (Richmond Times-Dispatch). After a massacre outside a picturesque Yorkshire church, Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his team must unravel a
baﬄing a mystery—and corner a killer hiding in plain sight.

Before the Poison
Hachette UK The Number One bestseller and winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for Best Novel After years of Hollywood success composer Chris Lowndes wanted only one thing: to take his beloved wife home
to the Yorkshire Dales. But Laura is gone, and Chris is on his own. He welcomes the isolation of Kilnsgate House, and the beauty of the dale. And it doesn't surprise him that a man died there, sixty years
ago. That his wife was convicted of murder. That something is pulling him deeper and deeper into the story of Grace Elizabeth Fox, who was hanged by the neck until she was dead . . .

Wednesday's Child
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks In New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author Peter Robinson’s heart-racing tale of suspense the case of a missing child is inextricably linked to that of the
murder of a young man, sending Chief Inspector Alan Banks down a harrowing road to uncover the truth behind the crimes. It was a crime of staggering inhumanity: a seven-year-old girl taken from her
working class Yorkshire home by an attractive young couple posing as social workers. Chief Inspector Alan Banks feels certain little Gemma Scupham is dead, yet the motive for her kidnapping remains a
mystery. No ransom is ever demanded, nor could Gemma's tortured, guilt-ridden mother aﬀord to pay one. And when the body of a young man is discovered in an abandoned mine, slain in a particularly
brutal fashion, a disturbing perplexing case takes an even further sinister twist drawing Banks into the sordid depths of an evil more terrible and terrifying than anything the seasoned investigator has ever
encountered. Utterly suspenseful and compelling, Wednesday's Child will leave readers guessing and on the edge of their seats.
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Past Reason Hated
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks From New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author Peter Robinson comes this gripping thriller—in the tradition of Louise Penny and Elizabeth George—set in a
picturesque Yorkshire village during the upcoming Christmas season...but one of its residents will not be celebrating this holiday. Chief Inspector Alan Banks knows that secrecy can sometimes prove fatal,
and secrets were the driving force behind Caroline Hartley's life…and death. She was a beautiful enigma, brutally stabbed in her own home three days prior to Christmas. Leaving her past behind for a
forbidden love aﬀair, she mystiﬁed more than a few. And now she is dead, clothed only in her unshared mysteries and her blood. In this season of giving and forgiving, Banks is eager to absolve the
innocent of their sins. But that must wait until the many facets of a perplexing puzzle are exposed and the dark circle of his investigation ﬁnally closes…and when a killer makes the next move. Past
Reason Hated is a relentlessly suspenseful novel that shows why Peter Robinson is one of the world’s most acclaimed and popular mystery writers.

Watching the Dark
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks New York Times bestselling author Peter Robinson brings back Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks and his colleague DI Annie Cabbot in a case riddled with corruption A
decorated policeman is murdered on the tranquil grounds of the St. Peter's Police Treatment Centre, shot through the heart with a crossbow arrow, and compromising photographs are discovered in his
room. Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks is well aware that he must handle the highly sensitive and dangerously explosive investigation with the utmost discretion. And as he digs deeper, he discovers
that the murder may be linked to an unsolved missing persons case from six years earlier and the current crime may involve crooked cops.

Summer Rain
An Inspector Banks Short Story
HarperCollins A mystery from the past bursts in upon the present in this gripping Inspector Banks short story— featuring an excerpt from Peter Robinson's new novel In the Dark Places ("Thrilling"—Louise
Penny). Acclaimed by Michael Connelly as "a man for all seasons," Inspector Alan Banks is among the most beloved characters in contemporary ﬁction. And now Banks confronts one of the most puzzling
cases of his career— when a tourist claims that several decades earlier, in a previous life, he witnessed a murder committed nearby. Banks doesn't believe in the supernatural. Or superstition. But when
evidence of a crime comes to light, he begins to wonder: How did this mysterious visitor know about a killing possibly committed before he was born? Ingenious, atmospheric, and poignant, 'Summer Rain'
is perfect for both longtime Peter Robinson fans and those who have yet to discover one of the world's most popular mystery writers.

Bad Boy
An Inspector Banks Novel
Harper Collins From New York Times bestselling author Peter Robinson comes this mesmerizing story-within-a-story—that will thrill his fans and bring him many new readers. A distraught woman arrives at
the Eastvale police station desperate to speak to Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks. But Banks is abroad, and the woman’s revelation of a loaded gun hidden in her daughter Erin’s bedroom leads to a
shocking fatality when a police armed-response team breaks into her house. The fallout will have dark consequences for Banks and his partner, DI Annie Cabbot. It turns out that Erin’s best friend is Banks’
own daughter, Tracy . . . who was last seen in the company of the weapon’s actual owner, a very bad boy indeed. Now that his child is on the run with a psychopath, Banks ﬁnds himself caught in a bloody
tangle of betrayal and murder. But the rogue DCI is a bit of a bad boy himself, and he’ll freely risk his life and career in the cause of love—and vengeance. Thrilling, harrowing, and utterly compelling, Bad
Boy showcases Peter Robinson’s masterful writing.

Impact Evaluation in Practice, Second Edition
World Bank Publications The second edition of the Impact Evaluation in Practice handbook is a comprehensive and accessible introduction to impact evaluation for policy makers and development
practitioners. First published in 2011, it has been used widely across the development and academic communities. The book incorporates real-world examples to present practical guidelines for designing
and implementing impact evaluations. Readers will gain an understanding of impact evaluations and the best ways to use them to design evidence-based policies and programs. The updated version
covers the newest techniques for evaluating programs and includes state-of-the-art implementation advice, as well as an expanded set of examples and case studies that draw on recent development
challenges. It also includes new material on research ethics and partnerships to conduct impact evaluation. The handbook is divided into four sections: Part One discusses what to evaluate and why; Part
Two presents the main impact evaluation methods; Part Three addresses how to manage impact evaluations; Part Four reviews impact evaluation sampling and data collection. Case studies illustrate
diﬀerent applications of impact evaluations. The book links to complementary instructional material available online, including an applied case as well as questions and answers. The updated second
edition will be a valuable resource for the international development community, universities, and policy makers looking to build better evidence around what works in development.

Aftermath
M&S In the early hours of a sweet May morning, two Yorkshire police oﬃcers investigating a “domestic” stumble upon the very worst of crimes – the sexual torture and murder of a young teenage girl.
Moments later, one of the oﬃcers is felled by a machete blow, and his rookie, female partner takes out her disgust and fury on the murderer, battering him to death. This is the intensely dramatic,
wrenching beginning to the twelfth in Peter Robinson’s award-winning and internationally bestselling Inspector Banks series. The task of investigating Probationary PC Janet Taylor’s actions falls to DI Annie
Cabbot, Banks’s lover. This complication to his love life unsettles Banks, but he keeps his mind on his job, one that becomes immeasurably more diﬃcult when the bodies of other teenage girls are found
buried in the torturer’s garden. Who are these girls? Why weren’t they all reported missing? These are diﬃcult questions, yet the central question Banks has to answer is how much did the murderer’s wife
know? Was she, too, the victim of a sick and twisted man, as she claims, or was she an accomplice? This compelling story is at its heart a deeply sensitive, astute, and ultimately unforgettable exploration
of the nature and long-lasting eﬀects of crime and of victimhood. Its intelligence, honesty, and moments of grace lift Aftermath out of the conﬁnes of genre ﬁction and place it in the ﬁrst rank of novels on
crime. From the Hardcover edition.

A Necessary End
An Inspector Banks Novel
William Morrow Paperbacks In the tradition of Ian Rankin and Elizabeth George, this masterful novel of suspense—from New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author Peter Robinson—spins
a story of professional jealousy that could result in more than one murder. A peaceful demonstration in the normally quiet town of Eastvale ends with ﬁfty arrests—and the brutal stabbing death of a young
constable. But Chief Inspector Alan Banks fears there is worse violence in the oﬃng. For CID Superintendent Richard Burgess has arrived from London to take charge of the investigation, fueled by
professional outrage and volatile, long-simmering hatreds. Almost immediately, Burgess descends with vengeful fury upon the members of a sixties-style commune—while Banks sifts through the rich
Yorkshire soil around him, turning over the earthy, unsettling secrets of seemingly placid local lives. Crossing Burgess could cost the Chief Inspector his career. But the killing of a ﬂawed Eastvale
policeman is not the only murder that needs to be solved here. And if Banks doesn't unmask the true assassin, his superior's misguided obsession might well result in further bloodshed. Peter Robinson
once again explores the human psyche in a novel that demonstrates how our weaknesses can lead to deadly consequences.

Aftermath
20th Anniversary Edition
Pan 20th Anniversary reissue of Aftermath, Peter Robinson's spectacular twelfth novel in the Inspector Banks series, which became the major British ITV drama DCI Banks.

Strange Aﬀair
Inspector Banks series Strange Aﬀair is Peter Robinson's ﬁfteenth novel in the Inspector Banks series, which inspired the major British ITV drama DCI Banks.
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Not Safe After Dark
And Other Stories
William Morrow Paperbacks From the New York Times bestselling author of Sleeping in the Ground comes this brilliantly nuanced short story collection of twenty stories—most never before published in the
US, and one of them an Edgar winner—which also features three Inspector Banks tales. Peter Robinson pens thrilling tales rich with keen observations, pitch perfect dialogue, and shocking plot twists that
have fascinated readers all over the world and made him one of the greatest suspense novelists alive. His acclaimed novels featuring Detective Inspector Alan Banks rank among the most celebrated
police procedural series in modern ﬁction. In Not Safe After Dark and Other Stories, Robinson showcases once again his extraordinary talents with a collection of twenty stories, including three featuring
Inspector Banks. In “Going Back”, Inspector Banks’ trip to celebrate his parents’ Golden Anniversary reveals how evil can wear many disguises. In the Edgar Award-winning “Missing in Action”, the
disappearance of a young boy in the early days of WWII sparks a mob mentality with chilling results. “Innocence” captures the desperate plight of a man trapped by a set of coincidences that derail his life
and lead him down a path he was destined to travel. The title story, Not Safe After Dark, is an exhilarating tale with a sudden conclusion that will leave readers’ hearts pounding. Not Safe After Dark and
Other Stories deftly explores the darkest edges of humanity in which everyday people must commit desperate acts as they face fear, temptation, and impulses too irresistible to control. “American readers
who know Robinson only through his nine Inspector Banks novels are in for a treat. . . . The ﬁnish throughout is faultless.”—Kirkus Reviews

In A Dry Season
Pan Macmillan ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market. Try one and tell me I'm wrong’ – Stephen King In A Dry Season is the tenth novel in Peter Robinson's Inspector
Banks series, following on from Dead Right. A lost village. Past crimes. Present evil. During a blistering summer, drought has depleted Thornﬁeld Reservoir, uncovering the remains of a small village called
Hobb's End – hidden from view for over forty years. For a curious young boy this resurfaced hamlet is a magical playground . . . until he unearths a human skeleton. Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks is
given the impossible task of identifying the victim – a woman who lived in a place that no longer exists, whose former residents are scattered to the winds. Anyone else might throw in the towel but DCI
Banks is determined to uncover the murky past buried beneath a ﬂood of time . . . In A Dry Season is followed by the eleventh book in this Yorkshire-based crime series, Cold is the Grave.

When the Music's Over
A Sunday Times #1 bestseller, When the Music's Over--which takes on the sexual abuse of an adolescent girl by a celebrity in the entertainment world--is one of Robinson's strongest to date. When the
body of a young girl is found in a remote countryside lane, evidence suggests she was drugged, abused, and thrown from a moving van -- before being beaten to death. While DI Annie Cabbot investigates
the circumstances in which a 14-year-old could possibly fall victim to such a crime, newly promoted DSI Alan Banks must do the same -- but the crime Banks is investigating is the coldest of cases. Fifty
years ago Linda Palmer was attacked by celebrity entertainer Danny Caxton, yet no investigation ever took place. Now Caxton stands accused, at the centre of a historical abuse investigation, and it's
Banks's ﬁrst task as superintendent to ﬁnd the truth. As more women step forward with accounts of Caxton's manipulation, Banks must piece together decades-old evidence. With his investigation
uncovering things from the past that would rather stay hidden, he will be led down a path even darker than the one he set out to investigate . . .
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